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Evacuation Solutions

What started as a simple idea to evacuate bedridden

patients during an emergency situation, grew to a

passion to create evacuation solutions for every target

group. The 'Leave No One Behind' philosophy needs to

go mainstream. 

Therefore, we are excited and happy that you want to be

part of this journey. 

Let's get started and leave no one behind!

It is almost impossible to prevent all

emergencies, but   organisations can take the

necessary safety measurements. Making sure

that you have access  to the correct equipment is

vital. You can trust on our equipment, service and

training when you will need it. Tetcon's range of

evacuation equipment can save lives during

emergency situations. Whatever the

requirement, with Tetcon you can trust that all of

your needs will be met in a simple and friendly

manner. In this price list, you will get to know all

our evacuation equipment and its accessories.

Are you ready to introduce this range in your

country and to make sure your customers can

save live when every second counts? Questions?

Our client success team is ready to help you.

Let's get started

The 'Leave No One Behind'

Philosophy Needs To Go

Mainstream. 

It Should Reach As Many

Organisations Around 

The Globe. 

Join The Movement!



4 Different Models

Designed To Save Bedridden People In Emergencies

S-CAPEPOD 

Evacuation Sheets



S-CAPEPOD Evacuation Sheets

S-CAPEPOD Standard Model

The S-CAPEPOD helps to evacuate bedridden

people in emergencies. The S-CAPEPOD is a

simple-to-deploy evacuation device, stored below

the bed mattress, which when required can be

simply unfolded and fitted around the person laid

on the bed mattress. For years,  the S-CAPEPOD has

been "taking care of faster evacuation procedures

and safety in tin the healthcare industry" and that

isn't just a slick marketing tagline. It's true.

S-CAPEPOD Budget Model

Healthcare budgets can be tight. But that doesn't

mean you have the compromise on patient safety.

This is the low-cost version of the S-CAPEPOD

range. It's an evacuation sheet to elevate your

emergency preparedness plan, even when your

spending plan is tight. 

The Budget Model is also permanently placed

underneath the bed mattress.

PART NO: TET-5N88888813

PRICE:  $270.00 +  GST

PART NO: TET-5083210000 

PRICE:  $198.75 +  GST

tel:5083210000


S-CAPEPOD Evacuation Sheets

PART NO: TET-5N88888812

PRICE:  $933.75 +  GST

PART NO: TET-5N88888823

PRICE:  $1 ,912.50 +  GST

Bariatric S-CAPEPOD (300 KG)

The Bariatric S-CAPEPOD is the only evacuation

sheet for larger individuals that permanently sits

under the bed mattress. 

Extra abdominal belts fixate the patient onto the

mattress.   Since you're dealing with a larger

individual, the patient needs to be firmly fixated

onto the mattress to prevent the patient from

moving during a vertical evacuation via staircases.

Bariatric S-CAPEPOD (500 KG)

This Bariatric S-CAPEPOD has a similar design as

the 300KG model. The main difference is the load

capacity and the used materials. 

This Model is made with Dyneema®, the world's

strongest fiber. Due to Dyneema®, the load

capacity of this model is 500 KG.



5 Different Models

Evacuation Mats That Leave No One Behind

S-CAPEPLUS 

Evacuation Mats



S-CAPEPLUS Evacuation Mats

S-CAPEPLUS Basic Model

The S-CAPEPLUS evacuation mattress  allows the

safe evacuation of  immobile individuals during an

emergency. Within 30 seconds anyone can be

prepared for evacuation.  It's a perfect solution for

horizontal and vertical evacuations. The Evacuation

Mat can be used by almost anyone due to its simple

design. It also keeps the victim secured on the way

out. The Basic Model comes standard in a blue

portable bag.

S-CAPEPLUS Premium Model

This evacuation mattress is    made with the world's

strongest  fiber, Dyneema®. This fiber is 15 times

stronger than steel. It contains head blocks to fixate

the head and a card board at the feet end to

stabilise the weight. The Premium Model is used by

many organisations that have perforated staircases

inside their building. Organisations often choose a

combination between the Basic &

Premium evacuation mattress.

PART NO: TET-5N88888886

PRICE:  $783.75 +  GST

PART NO: TET-5NOUT88886

PRICE $1 ,496.75 +  GST

Package deals



PRICE:  $1,076.25 +  GST

S-CAPEPLUS Premium Package

This package contains four different items:

- S-CAPEPLUS Evacuation Mattress - Premium Model

- Wall Cover storage bag

- A set of screws

- Panorama and photoluminescent safety sign

Package Deals

S-CAPEPLUS Basic Package

This package contains four different items:

- S-CAPEPLUS Evacuation Mattress - Basic Model

- Wall Cover storage bag

- A set of screws

- Panorama and photoluminescent safety sign 

PRICE:  $1 ,833.75 +  GST

+ +

++

By providing your customer with a complete package, you are making sure that your customers are making the most of their evacuation mattresses. This also allows

you to provide your customer with a 'package deal'.  Also, you are making the brands more visible across the premises, stimulating training and awareness. 

This could also lead to more sales in the end.



S-CAPEPLUS Evacuation Mats

S-CAPEPLUS Inflatable Model

Several studies have shown that back pain is a

serious health issue for paramedics. Frequent lifting

and carrying of patients results into high cumulative

loads on the back. These facts indicate that patient

transport is the major cause for this problem. That’s

why ergonomic improvements to transport aids are

needed to improve the health and well-being of

paramedics. The S-CAPEPLUS Inflatable Model is

designed to smoothen the process of a medical

evacuation and reduce the physical strain for

paramedics. It also provides much more patient

comfort.

S-CAPEPLUS Youth Model

Children or people with a short stature that suffer

from reduced mobility are not able to escape

independently during an emergency evacuation.

The S-CAPEPLUS Evacuation Mattress was

redesigned to bring these children and shorter

individuals to a safe area. The Youth Model of the S-

CAPEPLUS can be deployed in seconds and is ready

for use in a few simple steps. 

The Youth Model comes standard in a green Wall

Cover.

PART NO: TET-5NINFL6021

PRICE:  $4,300.00 +  GST

PART NO: TET-5N88888831

PRICE:  $1,121.25 +  GST



S-CAPEKIDS Evacuation Mat

S-CAPEKIDS Evacuation Mat

"Leave no single baby behind during an emergency

evacuation." That is the philosophy of this

evacuation mattress. The evacuation device

consists of four different compartments. This allows

one or two carers to evacuate four babies

simultaneously.   With every S-CAPEKIDS

evacuation mattress that you order, you will get an

extra green Wall Cover which can be mounted to

the wall.

PART NO: TET-  5N8888600K

PRICE:  $1 ,833.75 +  GST



Accessories for Evacuation Mats

Wall Cover Green

This storage option for your evacuation mattress

is also designed to protect the S-CAPEPLUS.

  Suitable for the Basic & Premium model. When

you order 10 units, the print can be customised.

PART NO: TET-5N88888802

PRICE:  $243.75 +  GST

PART NO: TET-5735945281  

PRICE:  $1,121.25 +  GST

Panorama Picto Sign

This photoluminescent sign (200x200 mm)

highlights the location of your S-CAPEPLUS.   It

can be placed above a Wall Cover or storage

cabinet. Due to the panoramic shape, the sign can

be read from different angles.

PART NO: TET-PICTO 

PRICE $71.25 +  GST

Storage cabinet

The storage cabinet for S-CAPEPLUS provides

high visibility, safe storage and immediate access

to the evacuation mattress. A strap system keeps

the Evacuation Mattress safe and secure inside

the cabinet.

   

If you order 10 units or more, you can personalise the Wall

Cover. For example,  with your company logo. The charge

for personalisation is $20.00 + GST, extra per unit.

tel:5735945281


4 Different Models

Designed For Rescue Workers, Trauma Teams,

Paramedics, Firefighters, and First Aid Specialists

Retmex 

Rescue Sheets



Retmex - Nomex Model

The Nomex® Model is a 2-in-1 rescue solution. It allows

you to rescue a person AND it can be used to extinguish

a fire. When a person's clothing is on fire, you can use

the Nomex Model to extinguish the flames. This unique

addition to the rescue sheet makes it one-of-a-kind and

allows you to move fast when every second counts. To

ensure that you can conquer the most critical situations,

the Rescue Sheet is made with first-class materials to

ensure quality and durability: Nomex®, Kevlar®, retro

reflective straps and highly advancedwebbing

Retmex - Comfort Model

The Comfort Model model has PVC handles which

increases comfort for the rescuers. It also comes in a

small portable bag. The foot sack creates extra stability

when placing a victim onto the Rescue Sheet. The

Comfort Model comes in a small portable bag.

Complies with EN597-1 & EN597-2 (fire retardant).

PART NO: TET-1099602001 

PRICE:  $633.75 +  GST

PART NO: TET-10PVC76590

PRICE:  $221.25 +  GST

PART NO: TET-1099876610 

PRICE:  $202.50 +  GST

Retmex - Compact Model

The Compact Model comes with a carabiner to securely

clip the Rescue Sheet to your clothing. The Compact

Model is ready to go wherever you are. The foot sack

creates extra stability when placing a victim onto the

Rescue Sheet.

Complies with EN597-1 & EN597-2 (fire retardant).

tel:1099602001
tel:1099876610


Retmex - Bariatric Model

This Retmex is designed to rescue larger-sized

individuals. With a length of 220 cm and a width of 120

cm, the Bariatric Model fits different body types.

Since this Retmex has 18 carry handles, it is easy to

stand around the rescue sheet with multiple workers

and efficiently work together without standing in each

other's way. The foot sack ensures extra stability for the

victim and is also be helpful if you need to move up or

down a staricase. 

The Bariatric Model comes in a portable bag to make

transport quick and easy.

The device has been safely tested up to 385 KG. Similar

to the other Rescue Sheets, the Bariatric Model also

complies with  EN597-1 & EN597-2 on fire retardancy.

PART NO: TET-109960219

PRICE:  $720.00 +  GST



'Simplifying body movement & preventing injuries with

Tetcon's Transfer Equipment.'

Transfer Equipment



Bodypod Transfer Mattress

Bodypod is a transfer mattress that reduces physical

strain for people working in the body removal service. It

can be used an alternative for brancards or stretchers

when there's limited space on stairs, when you need to

transfer a deceased person in a confined space or when

you need to transfer via a rotating staircase.

Going down the stairs is quiet, easy and safe.

Body Slider

Reduce physical stress by implementing the Body Slider

Method. The Body Slider is designed to minimise

injuries whilst moving or transferring people. This is a

very effective aid for turning people in bed. 

The Body Sliders are being supplied per 25 units.

PART NO: TET-5N85250016

PRICE:  $1 ,481.25 +  GST

PART NO: TET-10PVC76590

PRICE:  $82.50 +  GST

PART NO: FWEEZSLIDE

PRICE:  $265.00 +  GST

EZ Slide 

The Ferno EZ Slide enables effortless transfer of supine

patients from one surface to another.  

A specially coated waterproof sleeve that encircles a

padded inner board enables patients to be gently

pushed or pulled laterally to another surface by just one

person. No lifting is required in the manoeuvre thus

effectively reducing back injuries, patient discomfort,

anxiety or potential friction burns during transfer. 

The EZ Slide is radiolucent, lightweight, compact and

comes with carry handles.



Psychiatric Emergency Transfer System

When patients with psychological disorders or mentally

confused people (e.g. due to drug abuse) suffer from

meltdowns – it can be incredibly difficult and downright

dangerous for the staff to transport this kind of people

to a safer area (e.g. ambulance or solitary confinement).

This transfer system can help you do the job. It protects

you and the patient. Designed for transport and

transfers.

It's being used by prisons, psychiatry facilities, security

guards, ambulances, etc.

PART NO: TET-9100ZW00DY

PRICE:  $1 ,856.25 +  GST



P L A C E  A N  O R D E R * ,  P L A N T  A  T R E E

When your order exceeds €1000 excl. VAT, 

Tetcon will plant a tree. This is done in collaboration

with Trees For All.

4 0 +  C O U N T R I E S  O N  6  C O N T I N E N T S

The 'Leave No One Behind' philosophy is spreading

across the globe. You can find Tetcon's equipment

already in more than 40 countries. 

R E D U C I N G  P L A S T I C  W A S T E

In every step of the supply chain, Tetcon is reducing

the use of plastic packaging. To protect our oceans,

sealife and future generations.

A  P O W E R H O U S E  I N  T E X T I L E  

S O L U T I O N S

We design, develop and market a wide range of evacuation

equipment. No matter what the requirement, Tetcon can suit

your wishes.

Key facts you should know

Digital Evacuation School

Some manufacturers of evacuation equipment insist on regular face-on-face training. This is

costing you money and time. Did you know you could save a lot of time and costs on training

your staff? And wouldn't it feel great if you have some more time left to spend on your busy job? 

Tetcon's Digital Evacuation School will help you to overcome your training challenges. The

platform will help your staff members to train internally. Oh, and it's completely free!

It's decision time. Let's leave no one behind!

Contact us now for more information.

EvacuLife

Unit 6/20 Duerdin Street, 
Clayton, Vic 3168 

Australia.
t: 61 3 9001 5805 |  m: 1300 994 890

tel:+61738814999
Bruce
Stamp


